Who’s Driving the Bus?
A Deeper Dive into the Enneagram

Who’s actually in charge in your life?

The inner critic, also known as the superego, is an internal force we generally accept as a necessary moral compass (and for many identified as God’s presence in their lives). In fact, it attacks us relentlessly, making us our own worst enemies, often undermining our most determined efforts to grow and prosper.

Using exercises, practices, and innerwork, participants will learn how to recognize their inner critic and its functioning within their Enneagram style. They will also learn how accessing strength, truth, and compassion can liberate us from its dictatorial grasp, allowing us to take a step toward experiencing the freedom and vitality of the human soul…and the utterly unconditional love of God.

Registration is required via the website.

Presenter: Dr. Paul Hanneman, a Riso-Hudson certified teacher, has studied with many of the leading Enneagram teachers and has been teaching the Enneagram for more than 20 years. Questions: contact Jenny Beaumont at beaumontj@christchurchcharlotte.org